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Pre Chat  !
In rugby the backs need a vast skill set.!

They need to have a strong pass, step and be strong in contact.!

Modern day backs are getting stronger and bigger, gone are the days 

when a back can get by on skill alone, he needs to be explosive and 

evasive, having an effortless pass then makes an incredible weapon.!

 

This Primer is designed to place emphasis on the areas that are 

crucial for you as a back to be explosive in different directions, as well 

as explosively powering forward!

!
As is the norm with Primers we’re going to work three different 

movements in a small circuit, focussing on maximum effort for each 

movement.!

So for this primer you are going to focus on:!

!
1. Explosive upper-body / core work.!

!
2. Rotational core strength.!

!
3. Lateral Plyometric Power!

!
!
Let’s look at each part one-by-one.!

!



!
Explosive upper body and core work!

!
For rucking, tackling and abrasive ball carrying, you need your upper 

body to be explosive as one. This involves using the core to stay 

strong and utilise the whole of the upper body in one powerful 

movement.!

So the movement we are going to use for this in this circuit is!

• kneeling medicine ball chest throws!

!
Focus the technique, not on getting through the reps as fast as 

possible, but on keeping as strong as possible through the whole 

movement!!

Hold a heavy ball against your chest in the kneeling position and 

launch it forward with as much force as you can generate.!

!
If you need help with the movement look in the videos section.!

!
!



!
Rotational core strength!

!
The more you bring your core into a pass, the more effortless it can 

be, and the easier it is to use as a weapon.!

A key thing to remember when working this is that you’re not working 

an exact passing drill, although you want to mimic a pass.!

You will just be working the core and upper body to get them stronger 

and make a more effective pass.!

So the movement we are going to use for this in this circuit is!

• medicine ball pass-throws!

Keep both feet planted and drive from the raised elbow, transitioning 

the weight across your body. You can either throw to a partner or 

against the wall (if you have no friends… just kidding)!

!
!



!
Lateral Plyometric Power!

 

If you are to avoid defenders, and step with better ability then you 

need to be working on plyometric power. Even if stepping isn't a large 

part of your game, having a good step will always help you fix 

defenders, win the collision and evade contact.!

!
Speed Skater Jumps are the perfect movement to get ready for this.!

As this movement will put pressure on the joints it is important that 

you first master the controlled landing before you focus on how far 

you jump and then final focus should be on keeping your feet on the 

ground for as minimal time as possible.!

Again, the emphasis is put on CONTROLLING THE LANDING first 

and foremost, the knee should be completely stable to avoid injury 

and lead to an effective jump (and step).!

!



!
Phenom – The Primer!

!
Work through each movement one after the other in a circuit format, 

perform 4 circuits resting as needed and resting for a minimum of 1 

minute between circuits.!

!
A.Kneeling Medicine Ball Chest Throw – 6 reps!

B.Medicine Ball Pass Throws – 6 reps each side!

C.Speed Skater Jumps – 4 reps each side


